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BABY PUPPY BITCH  
 
GRADING:  VERY PROMISING  
 
1st Leberhine Babe 19/03/2013 

Sire: *Focus vd Piste Trophe a ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy)   Dam: *Bruangie 
Octavia AZ  Breeder: Exh Exh: H Garvican & R & D Evans 
 

2nd Vanland Ava  11/03/2013 
Sire: *Jayshell Archimedes ‘A’ ‘Z’   Dam: Stobar Izobel ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: H & S 
Van de Beek  Exh: H & C Auwema 

 
3rd Jayshell Faith   13/06/2013 

Sire: *Bluemax Zoomba ‘A’ ‘Z’  Dam: *Ch Jayshell Ripley ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: P & N 
McDermott Exh: S Taylor 
 

4th Tonaker Zara    04/03/2013 
Sire: *Bluemax Shrek  ‘A’ ‘Z’ Dam: Tonaker Pearl ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: Exh Exh: T 
Schoemaker 

 
5th Artwiz Cassandras Dream  28/04/2013 

Sire: *Esko aus dem Haus Zygadto ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy) Dam: *Ch Artwiz Kaitii 
‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: Exh Exh: Artwiz Kennels 

 
6th Hinterhaus Angelique 18/04/2013 

Sire: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche  HD/ED (FCI) (Imp Ita) Dam: *Hinterhaus 
Twisted Sister ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: Hinterhaus Kennels  Exh: Darkknight & Hinterhaus 
Kennels 

 
7th  Alltitans Emazing Entertainer 5100074728 01/03/2013 

Sire: *Esko aus dem Haus Zygadto ‘a’ ED  (Gmy) (Imp Gmy) Dam: *Rhosyn El of a 
Tart ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: Exh Exh: T Hansen 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
MINOR PUPPY BITCH 
 
GRADING; VERY PROMISING   
 
1st Keedara Portuguese Tart  09/02/2013 

Sire: *Esko aus dem Haus Zygadto ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy)  Dam: *Keedara 
Littlemissbiage ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: Exh Exh: B Mayne J Phillis 

 
A bitch that stands within the desired standard of size, medium strong feminine and of good 
proportions. Good length of neck, still good withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly 
steep croup. The upper arm could still be a little longer and better angled, slightly deep 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, with good fore and slightly short lower chest, 
good expressive head with desired dark eye colour and good ear carriage.  Steps slightly 
narrow at rear, correct in front, with good firmness of hock joints the elbows should be 
closer laying. During movement shows, very good ground covering, free flowing gait, with 
strong hindquarter drive and very good forehand reach and good back transmission  
 

2nd Stobar Rosetta  14/01/2013 
Sire: *Ch Sirio Vom Rauhtal ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy) Dam: *Stobar Hexana ‘A’ ‘Z’   
Breeder: Exh  Exh: H & C Auwema 

 
A bitch that stands within the desired standard of size, well pigmented, medium strong, and 
of very good proportions. Very good length of neck, good withers, and firm back well 
moulded croup which ideally could be a fraction longer. The upper arm is quite well angled 
could still be a little longer, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, with 
good head and expression medium eye colour, good masking. Good fore and very good 
underchest development. Steps very narrow at rear, correct in front where both the elbows 
and hock joints even for her age should be firmer. During movement shows a good ground 
covering gait with balanced reach and drive with good back transmission.  

 
3rd Keedara Oats Ah La Layla  28/11/2012 

Sire: *Esko aus dem Haus Zygadto ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy) Dam: *Ch Darkknight 
Ysadore ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: B Mayne & J Phillis  Exh: Arkahla Kennels 

 
An above medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch. Ideally the neck could be a 
little longer, good withers, firm back in stance, slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper 
arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands slightly 
wide in front with slightly upright pasterns, good head, medium eye colour and good ear 
carriage. The lower jaw should be a little more developed. Shows correct sequence of 
steps with good firmness of hock joints, the elbows could be closer laying. During 
movement shows good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand 
reach whereby the ligamentation over the back should remain a little firmer  

 
4th Leppsdorf Sapphira  08/02/2013 

Sire: *Ch Aimsway Rolling Stone  ‘A’ ‘Z’ Dam: *Leppsdorf Daria ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: 
Exh Exh: L Hume 

 
A bitch that stands within the desired standard of size of still good proportions. Good 
withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm could still be 
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation with strong broad thighs.  
Stands correct in front, with good head and expression, good ear carriage. Good fore and 
slightly short underchest. The gold colour could be a little more intense. Steps slightly 



narrow at rear, correct in front. During movement shows good ground covering gait with 
balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach, however the wither should be carried 
higher during the gaiting exercise.  The bitch does not show in movement when she 
promises in stance. 

 
5th Sannjesa Living the Dream 09/12/2012 

Sire: *Ch Sirio Vom Rauhtal ‘a’ ED (Gmy)(Imp Deu)   Dam: *Ch Sannjesa Electra 
‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: Sannjesa Kennels Exh: M & R Parkinson 

 
A large, medium strong, slightly elongated well coloured and well pigmented bitch. Ideally 
the neck could be a little longer, good withers, firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup. 
The upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. 
Stands correct in front with good head and still good expression, medium eye colour, the 
ears are slightly close, and are a little large. The pasterns are slightly upright. Steps correct 
at rear and in front where both the elbows and hock joints should be firmer.  During 
movement shows good ground covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and the 
forehand reach should be more expansive. Slightly short underchest, which contributes to 
the fact that the wither should be carried slightly higher in movement. 

 
6th Jayshell Elderberry 15/01/2013 

Sire: *Bluemax Zoomba ‘A’ ‘Z’  4100186824 Dam: *Jayshell Petra ‘A’ ‘Z’   
Breeder: N McDermott Exh: F Farley 

 
An above medium size, strong, slightly compact bitch, of very good colour and 
pigmentation. Slightly short neck, level withers, slight dip behind, firm back which displays a 
slight peaking over the loin, slightly short, steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and 
better angled slightly deep hind quarter angulation Ideally should be presented in a slightly 
less heavy condition, stands narrow in front with elbows tucked in, very good fore and 
pronounced lower chest development, the underchest should be a little longer. Strong 
feminine head, with medium eye colour and good masking. Steps very narrow at rear and 
in front where both the elbows and hock joints should be firmer. During movement shows 
good ground covering gait where the hindquarter drive and forehand reach should be more 
expansive.  

 
7th Dienamic Fiery Flame  04/12/2012 

Sire: *Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ   Dam: *Bronacre Hot Agenda AZ  
3100248153 Breeder: Exh  Exh: Dienamic Kennels 

 
An above medium size, medium strong slightly elongated bitch. Good withers firm back, 
slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, 
slightly deep hind quarter angulation. Stands correct in front, with good fore and slightly 
short underchest, good head, still good ear carriage, medium eye colour. Steps narrow at 
rear, correct in front where both the elbows and the hock joints should remain firmer. During 
movement shows good ground covering gait, where both the hindquarter drive and the 
forehand reach should be more expansive and the ears should be carried slightly firmer. 
The tail is slightly high set, and slightly long and could be carried in a more natural manner. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
GRADING; PROMISING 
 
8th Azurebright Full of Grace 24/01/2013 

Sire: *Artwiz Gaan ‘A’ ‘Z’  5100060784 Dam: *Azurebright Della ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: 
R Smalbil Exh: L Hume & R Smalbil 

 
Underdeveloped P3 upper left. Medium size, medium strong, slightly compact bitch. Slightly 
short neck, level withers with slight peaking over the back, slightly short and slightly steep 
croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front with good fore and slightly short underchest. Steps 
narrow at rear, steps slightly wide in front where the elbows should be closer laying and the 
hock joints should be firmer. During movement shows good ground covering movement 
where both the hindquarter drive and the forehand reach should be more expansive and 
the withers should be carried higher. The tail is a little long and should be carried in a more 
natural manner and ideally the gold colour should be more intense. 
 

PUPPY BITCH  
 
GRADING: VERY PROMISING  
 
1st Willmaurs Queensway Quondo 10/10/2012 

Sire: Ch Orrinshir Elton John ET  ‘A’’Z’ Dam: *Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina  ‘A’ ‘Z’ 
Breeder: W & M Goodwin Exh: A Vasiliou 

 
An above medium size, strong, substantial well coloured and well pigmented bitch of 
slightly elongated proportions. Slightly short neck which is also carried slightly erect, good 
wither, slight dip behind, firm back in stance, well moulded croup which could be  fraction 
longer. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter 
angulation with well developed thighs. Stands not quite correct in front, with slightly long 
and open feet, and the pasterns should be a little firmer. The ears are set a little close, and 
are slightly hooded in appearance. Steps very narrow at rear, correct at front, where both 
the elbows and the hock joints should remain firmer. During movement shows good ground 
covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and the forehand reach should be more 
expansive, the ligamentation over the back should remain a little firmer,  and should be 
presented in a slightly less heavy condition. 
 

2nd Everlieb Crazy Eights 28/09/2012 
Sire: *Vegas von Dongmiran ‘a’ ED (Gmy)  (Imp Ndl)  Dam: Rhosyn Nutmeg ‘A’ ‘Z’  
Breeder: Exh Exh: B & H De Luca 
 
A very large, medium strong, bitch of still good proportions. Slightly erect head carriage, 
good withers, slight rise over the back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper 
arm should be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands 
correct in front, with good fore and slightly short underchest, the planes of the skull and 
foreface are not ideal. Both the upper and the lower jaw should be more developed. Steps 
cow-hocked at rear, correct in front, the ears are a little large and slightly rounded in 
appearance. During movement shows good ground covering gait, where both the 
hindquarter drive and the forehand reach should be more expansive and the withers should 
be carried higher. 

 
 
 



 
GRADING: PROMISING 
 
3rd Schaeferhund Astra 3100279022 21/10/2012 

Sire: *Yester vom Feuermelder (Imp Gmy) ‘a’ ED (Gmy) Dam: *Schaeferhund 
Celina ‘A’ ‘Z’   Breeder: I Bohdal Exh: A Gridassov 

 
Very large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch whose for her size the bone should be 
overall stronger. Good withers, firm back in stance, short and steep croup. The upper arm 
should be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite 
correct in front where both the fore and the lower chest require further development. The 
planes of the skull and foreface are not absolutely correct, slightly round eyes, the lower 
jaw should be more developed and the ears should be carried higher on the skull and are 
somewhat large. Steps very narrow at rear with loose hock joints, correct in front with open 
elbows. During movement shows good ground covering gait where both the hindquarter 
drive and forehand reach should be more expansive the ligamentation over the back should 
remain firmer. Slight infirmness of ears, the tail is slightly long and should be carried in a 
more natural manner. 

 
JUNIOR BITCH  

 
GRADING: VERY GOOD  

 
1st  Volscain Akira   01/07/2012 

Sire: *Ch Schneeberg Fire Storm ET ‘A’ ‘Z’Dam: *Molle von der Werther-Muhle  ‘a’ 
ED  (Gmy)(Imp Gmy Breeder: Volscain Kennels Exh: L Anderson 

 
A bitch of correct medium size, medium strong, feminine expressive of overall harmonious 
construction. Still good length of neck, slightly level withers ;slightly rise over the back, well 
moulded croup which could be longer the upper arm cold be longer and better angled very 
good hind quarter angulation with good breadth of thigh, stands correct in front with good 
head and expression good masking medium eye good ear carriage, steps slightly narrow at 
rear with good firmness of joints, slightly narrow at front with the elbows slightly tucked in, 
during movement shows very good ground covering free flowing gait, with very good back 
transmission, and displays much balance during movement. 

 
2nd `Beychief Storm Dancer ‘A’ ‘Z’ 25/05/2012 

Sire: *Ch Vladimir Envy This ‘A’ ‘Z’ Dam: *Vonpeta Dipstick ‘A’ ’Z’   Breeder: 
Exh  Exh: JE Pike & PN Damarell 
 
A very large, medium strong, sable bitch of very good proportions. Still good length of neck, 
high wither, firm back, slightly short and steep croup. The upper arm is of still good length 
could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front 
with slightly flat and open feet ideally the pasterns should be firmer.  Very good fore and 
good underchest development. Good head and expression with good masking, medium eye 
colour, the ears ideally should be place a little higher and are slightly hooded in 
appearance. Steps narrow at rear, correct in front where the elbows should be close laying, 
good firmness of hock joints. During movement shows very good ground covering free 
flowing gait. 

 
 
 
 



 
3rd Leberhine Nes ‘A’ ‘Z’ 20/02/2012 

Sire: *Zamb vom Schwarzaugen a ED  (Gmy) (Imp Gmy) Dam: *Leberhine Maggie 
‘A’ ‘Z’   Breeder: Exh Exh: H Garvican & R & D Evans 
  
Standing on the absolute limit of size, a strong, substantial bitch of overall very good 
proportions. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly 
steep croup.  The upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter 
angulation with well developed thighs. Stands slightly wide in front with slightly flat and 
open feet slightly upright pasterns. Good fore and slightly short underchest. Good head and 
still good expression where the masking should be more pronounced, the expression is 
marred slightly by the eye colour, good ear carriage. Overall the black saddle marking 
should be more defined. Steps slightly cow hocked at rear, correct in front where the 
elbows should be closer laying.  During movement shows very good ground covering gait 
with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach with very good length of stride. 

 
4th  Regalshep Hallee Berry AZ 20/05/2012 

Sire: *Esko aus dem Haus Zygadto ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy)  Dam: *Regalshep 
Princess Fiona ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: Exh Exh: D Mayne 
 
Above medium size, medium strong, bitch of slightly elongated proportions. Very good 
length of neck, good withers, firm back, slightly short croup. The upper arm could be better 
longer and angled, very good hindquarter angulation with good breadth of thighs. Stands 
correct in front, with slightly open feet, and slightly upright pasterns. The forechest requires 
further development,  good length of lower chest. Steps slightly narrow at rear with good 
firmness of hock joints, correct in front where the elbows cold be closer laying. During 
movement shows good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive where forehand 
reach could be freer. There is a tendency to be a little high stepping in front. 
 

5th Regalshep Heaven Sent AZ 20/05/2012 
Sire: *Esko aus dem Haus Zygadto ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy) Dam: *Regalshep 
Princess Fiona ‘A’ ‘Z’   Breeder: Exh Exh: D Mayne 
 
An above medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch. Slightly short neck, good 
withers, firm back, slightly short croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, 
very good hind quarter angulation with good breadth of thighs. Stands correct in front with 
slightly bowing of the forelegs, the forechest still requires further development, slightly short 
lower chest.. Stands correct in front where the elbows should be closer laid, slightly narrow 
at rear where the hock joints should remain a little firmer. During movement shows good 
ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive the forehand reach should be freer, 
slightly tendency to high step in front during movement. 
 

6th Everlieb Bazinga  11/07/2012 
Sire: *Esko aus dem Haus Zygadto ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy)   Dam: Rhosyn 
Fantansia AZ  Breeder: Exh Exh: B & H De Luca 
 
A large, medium strong, bitch of still good proportions. Good length of neck, good withers, 
slightly dip behind, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm could 
be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, 
with slightly upright pasterns, the forechest still requires further development, slightly short 
lower chest. Good head and expression with medium eye colour, good masking, good ear 
carriage.  Steps very narrow at rear where hock joints should be firmer, correct in front with 
the elbows where the elbows should be closer laying. During movement both the 



hindquarter drive and forehand reach should be more expansive and at times the wither 
should be carried higher. 
 

7th Darkknight Freya  16/04/2012 
Sire: *Esko aus dem Haus Zygadto ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy) Dam: *Darkknight Wild 
Cherry ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: Exh Exh: Darkknight Kennels 
 
A just above medium size, medium strong, btich that is just slightly elongated in 
proportions. Ideally the neck should be a little longer, good withers, firm back, slightly short 
and slightly steep croup. The upper arm could be longer and better angled, very good 
hindquarter angulation with good breadth of thigh. Stands correct in front, with a feminine 
head and epxression, the ears should be placed higher on the skull medium eye colour. 
Steps slightly narrow at rear with good firmness of joints, correct in front where the elbows 
should be a little firmer. During movement shows good ground covering gait where both the 
hindquarter drive and the forehand reach could be a little freer, good back transmission. 

 
INTERMEDIATE BITCH 
 
GRADING: VERY GOOD 
 
1st Alltitans Cleopatra AZ 5100065753 25/08/2011 
 Sire: *Ch Kardin Kruger ‘A’ ‘Z’  3100179267 Dam: *Rhosyn El of a Tart ‘A’ ‘Z’  

Breeder: Exh Exh: T Hansen 
 

A large, medium strong, well proportioned bitch of very good type. Good length of neck, high 
wither, firm back slightly short croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, just 
slightly steep hindquarter angulation.  Stands correct in front with slightly open feet, slightly 
upright pasterns, good fore and very good lower chest development. Good head, with 
feminine expression medium eye colour, good ear carriage. Steps with hock joints close, 
narrow in front with elbows tucked in. During movement shows a very good ground covering 
gait with balanced hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and very good back 
transmission, and at all times is very alert and shows much expression. 

 
2nd Keedara Naughty by Nature ‘A’ ‘Z’ 22/01/2012 

Sire: *Ch Orrinshir Elton John ‘A’ ‘Z’  Dam: *Keedara Litllemissbiage ‘A’ ‘Z’ 
Breeder: J Phillis & B Mayne Exh: A Harley 

 
Large, medium strong, well pigmented and well coloured bitch of very good proportions. High 
withers, firm back, slight dip behind, slightly short and steep croup. The upper arm should be 
longer and better angled, very good hind quarter angulation with good breadth of thighs. 
Stands correct in front with slightly open feet, good head where the planes of the skull and 
foreface are not absolutely correct, slightly loose lips, good ear carriage but the ears are 
slightly large. Steps narrow at rear, correct in front, with good firmness of elbows the hock 
joints have yet to achieve final firmness.  During movement shows very good ground 
covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach and good back 
transmission, ideally the lower chest could still be a little longer. 

 
 
3rd Karham Sweeter than Sugar AZ  12/01/2012 

Sire: *Logo vom Radhaus ‘a’  ED (Gmy) (Imp Srb) Dam: *Ch Volscain Toska ‘A’ 
‘Z’   Breeder: M Hammond  Exh: Volscain Kennels 
 



An above medium size, medium strong, well proportioned bitch. Ideally the neck could be a 
little longer, good withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm 
should be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation.  Stands correct in 
front with slightly long and open feet, the pasterns should be a little firmer. The forechest 
requires further development, good underchest development. Strong feminine head, with 
very good masking, medium eye colour and good ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear, 
correct at front where both elbows and hock joints have yet to reach final firmness. During 
movement shows good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and free 
forehand reach, the tail is slightly long an should be carried in a more natural manner 

‘ 
4th  *Volscain Yola ‘A’ ‘Z’ 10/05/2011 

Sire: *Logo vom Radhaus (Imp Srb) a ED   Dam: *Hilltop Herra AZ  Breeder: Exh
 Exh: Volscain Kennels 
 
An above medium size, medium strong bitch of good proportions. Good length of neck, high 
withers firm back, slightly short croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled 
very good hindquarter angulation with good breadth of thigh. Stands correct in front, with 
good fore and very good lower chest development.  Good head and expression, still good 
masking, medium eye colour, good ear carriage where the shape of the ear is not ideal.  
Steps correct at rear with good firmness of hock joints, correct in front where elbows could be 
better laying. During movement shows very good ground covering gait with balanced 
hindquarter drive, the forehand reach should be a little freer. Slightly overexcitable in 
character. 

 
GRADING: GOOD 
 
5th  Schaeferhund Saskia  20/06/2011 

Sire: *Asterix vom Hannes ‘a’ ED (Gmy)(Imp Gmy)   Dam: *Schaeferhund Celina 
‘A’ ‘Z’ Breeder: I Bohdal Exh: A Gridassov 
 
A large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch. Good withers, slightly nick behind, firm 
back in stance, short and steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, 
slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front with slightly long and 
open feet, good forechest development very good short underchest with excessive tuck up. 
Good head, good eye colour, good masking, the ears should be set a little higher on the 
skull, and are a little large. Steps very narrow at rear where the overall hindquarter should 
be firmer, correct in front where the elbows should be closer laying. During movement 
shows good ground covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and the forehand reach 
should be more effective. The wither should be maintained higher during movement, the 
overall firmness of the hindquarter is lacking, and the tail is not carried in an absolute 
natural manner. 

 
OPEN BITCH 
 
GRADING: EXCELLENT   
 
1st *Ch Arkahla Waltzing Matilda ‘A’ ‘Z’ 07/11/2010 

Sire: *Ch Kardin Kruger ‘A’ ‘Z’   Dam: *Arkahla Spicks N Specks ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: 
Exh Exh: Arkahla Kennels 
 
A large strong substantial bitch of just slightly elongated proportions and very good type 
and overall construction. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, well moulded 
croup which could be a fraction longer. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation with well 



developed thighs. Very good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front, with 
very good head and expression, dark eye colour good masking, ideally the ears could be 
placed higher on the skull.  Steps slightly narrow at rear where hock joints could be firmer, 
correct in front with the elbows could be closer laying. During movement shows very good 
ground covering, free flowing movement with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand 
reach, the ligamentation over the back could remain a fraction firmer. This bitch impresses 
with her overall substance and harmonious construction, should not be come deeper in 
chest proportions with age. 
 

2nd *Schaeferhund Nelke ‘A’ ‘Z’  15/07/2010 
Sire: *Ch Orrinshir Elton John ‘A’ ‘Z’   Dam: Schaeferhund Celina  Breeder: I 
Bohdal Exh: H Walter, J Schulz 
 
A large, strong, substantial bitch of very good proportions of very good type and overall 
construction. High withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm 
should be a little longer and better angled, very good lay of the shoulder blade, very good 
hind quarter angulation with strong well developed thighs. Stands not quite correct in front 
with slightly long and open feet ideally pasterns could be firmer.  A strong but feminine head 
where the planes of the skull and foreface are not absolutely correct. Steps slightly narrow 
at rear, correct in front where the elbows could be closer laying.  During movement shows 
very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, the forehand reach could be a 
little freer and ideally the underchest could be a little longer. After extended gaiting there is 
a tendency to fall slightly on the forehand. 
 

3rd *Ch Darkknight Ysadore ‘A’ ‘Z’ 07/03/2009 
Sire: *Ch Kardin Kruger ‘A’ ‘Z’   Dam: *Takimbre Our Fame ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: 
Darkknight Kennels  Exh: B Mayne J Phillis 
 
A large, medium strong of overall good proportions and of very good type. Good length of 
neck, good withers, firm back, well moulded croup which could be a fraction longer. The 
upper arm could be a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. 
Stands correct in front with very good fore and underchest development, good head and 
expression good masking, medium eye colour, good ear carriage. Overall presents a 
pleasing picture in stance. Steps lightly narrow at rear, correct in front, with good firmness 
of hock joints, the elbows should be closer laying. During movement shows very good 
ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, free forehand reach and very good back 
transmission bitch. Today during the gaiting exercise did show what she promised in the 
individual assessment. 

 
4th *Keedara Littlemissbiage ‘A’ ‘Z’ 05/06/2009 

Sire: *Ch Kardin Kruger ‘A’ ‘Z’  3100179267 Dam: *Ch Keedara Deby Duz ‘A’ ‘Z’  
Breeder: Exh Exh: B Mayne J Phillis 
 
A very large, strong, substantial bitch of very good proportions and very good type.  Good 
length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, with a slightly 
hi tail set. The upper arm while of good length should be better angled, slightly deep 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, very good fore and lower chest 
development. Strong but still feminine, expressive head with medium eye colour and very 
good ear carriage.  Steps slightly narrow at rear where hock joints should be firmer, slightly 
wide at front with the elbows tucked in. During movement shows very good ground covering 
movement with powerful hindquarter drive and free forehand reach where the ligamentation 
over the back could remain a fraction firmer. Overall impresses with her very good strength 
and substance. 
 



 
 
 

5th *Ch Jayshell Ripley ‘A’ ‘Z’ 30/05/2008 
Sire: *Ch Iturna Noble Knight ‘A’ ‘Z’  Dam: *Orrinshir Xcell ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: P & N 
McDermott Exh: S Taylor 
 
A large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch pg very good type. Good length of neck, 
high withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm of good length 
could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.  Stands correct in front with 
slightly upright pasterns.  Good head, medium eye colour, good ear carriage. Steps slightly 
narrow at rear, slightly wide in front, where the elbows should be closer laying. During 
movement shows very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, free 
forehand reach, with very good back transmission. Just at times ideally the ears should be 
carried a little firmer. 
 

6th *Leppsdorf No Doggies Perfect ‘A’ ‘Z’ 12/08/2011 
Sire: *Ch Orrinshir Elton John ‘A’ ‘Z’ Dam: *Leppsdorf Serita ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: Exh
 Exh: L Hume 

 
A large, strong bitch of just slightly elongated proportions and of very good type.  Good 
length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper 
arm should be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. The forechest 
still requires further development and ideally the lower chest could be a little longer. Stands 
correct in front with slightly open feet and slightly upright pasterns. Still good head where 
the planes of the skull and foreface are not absolutely ideal. Steps correct at rear and in 
front where the elbows and the hock joints could be firmer. During movement shows very 
good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, the forehand reach should be 
freer, good back transmission. The black saddle marking should be defined. 
 

7th *Regalshep Everlasting Love ‘A’ ‘Z’ 19/05/2011 
Sire: *Ch Taurorn Navarre ‘A’ ‘Z’  Dam: Regalshep Baywatch Beauty  ‘Z’  Breeder: 
Exh Exh: D Mayne 
 
A large, medium strong bitch of still good proportions and of good type. Good length of 
neck, level withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm is of 
good length could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in 
front with upright pasterns, good fore and good lower chest development. Good head, 
medium eye colour, good ear carriage and good masking. Ideally the lower chest should be 
longer. Steps slightly narrow at rear correct in front where the elbows could be closer 
laying. During movement shows good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive 
and forehand reach and good back transmission. 

 
 
8th *Volscain Uschie ‘A’ ‘Z’ 3100208812 12/08/2008 

Sire: *Karlos von der Werther-Muhle ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy) Dam: *Molle 
von der Werther-Muhle ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy) Breeder: ExhExh: Volscain 
Kennels 

 
A large, strong, substantial bitch of very good proportions and of very good type. Good 
length of neck, good withers, firm back, well moulded croup which could be a little longer.  
The upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation with  
good breadth of thigh. Good fore and very good lower chest development. Stands correct in 
front with slightly open feet. Good head and expression, good eye colour good ear carriage. 



Presented in very good coat condition. Steps correct at rear with firmness of joint steps 
correct in front where elbows should be closer laying. During movement shows very good 
ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive the forehand reach should be a little 
freer. Today during the gaiting exercise did show what she promised in the individual 
assessment. 

 
 

GRADING; VERY GOOD 
 
9th *Alltitans Bad Girl Hunter ‘A’ ‘Z  21/05/2011 

Sire: *Gr Ch Kuirau Regan  ‘A’ ‘Z’; Dam: *Rhosyn Wood Nymph ‘ A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: 
Exh Exh: T Hansen 
 
A large, medium strong, slightly compact bitch of still good type. Slightly erect head 
carriage, high withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm could be 
longer and better angled, the shoulder blade is slightly forward placed, very good hind 
quarter angulation.  Stands correct in front, slight bowing of the lower arm, slightly upright 
pasterns. Still good head, medium eye colour, good masking, where both the skull and the 
foreface should be stronger. The forechest should be more developed, short underchest 
with excessive tuck up. Steps narrow both front and rear. During movement shows good 
ground covering gait where the hindquarter thrust should be more powerful and the 
forehand reach more expansive. The very short underchest detracts from the overall picture 
of the bitch the tail also should be carried in a more natural manner. Slightly over excitable 
in character. 

 
Challenge Bitch  *Ch Arkahla Waltzing Matilda ‘A’ ‘Z’ 

 
Reserve 
Challenge Bitch  

*Schaeferhund Nelke ‘A’ ‘Z’ 

 
 
 

LONG STOCK COAT 
 

MINOR PUPPY BITCH 
 
GRADING; VERY PROMISING 
 
 
1st  Azurebright Folklore  24/01/2013 

Sire: *Artwiz Gaan ‘A’ ‘Z’   Dam: *Azurebright Della ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: Exh Exh: R 
Smalbil 

 
Above medium size, strong, substantial, well coloured well pigmented long stock coat 
bitch of overall good proportions. Good withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly croup. 
The upper arm is well angulated, but should be slightly longer, very good hind quarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front with very good fore and lower chest development.  
Good head, very good eye colour with very good masking. At f just 6 months of age the 
ears are yet to firm. Steps slightly narrow at rear correct in front where the elbows and 
hock joints should be a little firmer. During movement shows good ground covering gait 
with balanced hind quarter drive and good forereach. Not quite correct scissor bite 

 



 
 
 

JUNIOR BITCH 
 
GRADING ; VERY GOOD   
 
1st  Delkit Lyka Miss 04/05/2012 

Sire: *Yke von Haus Charly  ‘a’ ED (Gmy) Dam: Delkit Mocha ‘A’; ‘Z’ Breeder: 
Delkit Kennels  Exh: A Kerr, S Diegan 
 
A very large, medium strong, well coloured well pigmented long stock coat bitch of good 
proportions. High withers, firm back, short and steep croup. The upper arm should be 
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with 
slightly long and open feet, good fore and good underchest development.  Good feminine 
head with good eye colour and good ear carriage. Steps narrow at rear, correct in front 
where the elbows should be closer laying. During movement shows good ground covering 
gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach and good back transmission. 
 

INTERMEDIATE BITCH 
 
GRADING; GOOD 
 
1st Aimsway Shaquille AZ 23/01/2012 

Sire: *Fakir vom Heinrichplatz ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Ger) Dam: *Aimsway Icicle ‘A’ ‘Z’  
Breeder: J & L Martens Exh: D & L Organ 
 
A correct medium size, medium strong, long stock coat bitch, just slightly elongated in 
proportions. Slightly short neck, normal withers, firm back, short and steep croup. The 
upper arm should be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands 
correct in front with slightly flat and open feet. Good fore and underchest development. The 
planes of the skull and foreface not absolutely correct, medium eye colour, the4  ears are 
set slightly low on the skull and the right ear is slightly soft. Steps correct both front and 
rear. During movement shows good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive 
and forehand reach the ligamentation over the back should be remain firmer and the 
infirmness of the ears becomes much more apparent 
 
Challenge Bitch  Delkit Lyka Miss 
 
Reserve 
Challenge Bitch  

Azurebright Folklore 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
BROKEN HILL GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB 

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 
 

Sunday  19th August 2013 
Judge: Mrs J Neddermeyer (South Australia) 

 

 Stock Coat 
 

BABY PUPPY DOG 
 
GRADING: VERY PROMISING   
 
1st Jayshell Ferrari 13/03/2013 

Sire: *Bluemax Zoomba ‘A’ ‘Z’  Dam: *Ch Jayshell Ripley ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: Exh 
Exh: P & N McDermott 

 

MINOR PUPPY DOG 
 
GRADING: VERY PROMISING   
 
1st `Vonpeta Ugottabekidding    04/12/2012 

Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg a ED  (Gmy) Dam: *Ch Vonpeta Champagne ‘A’ 
‘Z’  Breeder: Exh Exh: JE Pike & PN Damarell 
 
Stands within desired standard of size, medium strong well coloured and well pigmented 
dog of overall good proportions. Good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short 
and slightly steep croup. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands 
correct in front with good head and expression, very good eye colour, good fore and very 
good underchest development. Steps cow-hocked at rear, correct in front. During 
movement shows good ground cover with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach. 
The depth of hindquarter angulation even at this age is of a slight concern, the ears could 
be carried slightly firmer during movement. 

 
JUNIOR DOG  



 
GRADING; VERY GOOD  
 
1st Babenberg Joachim ‘A’ ‘Z’ 06/04/2012 

Sire: *Esko aus dem Haus Zygadto ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy)  Dam: *Charon vom 
Overledingerland ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy) Breeder: Babenberg Kennels Exh: S & 
C Collins & Andrew Johnston 
 
A large, strong well coloured, young dog of overall very harmonious construction. High 
wither, firm back, well moulded croup which ideally could be a little longer The upper arm 
could be longer and better angled very good hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite 
correct in front, good fore and very good lower chest development however the lower chest 
should still be a little longer. Good head where the expression is marred slightly by the eye 
colour and the masking could be more pronounced, the ears could be placed higher ion the 
skull. Steps correct at rear, with good firmness of hock joints, steps not quite correct at front 
and has a tendency to paddle his front feet. During movement shows very good ground 
covering gait, with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach through a firm back, at 
times the ears cold be carried slightly firmer during movement. 
 

2nd Schaeferhund Xesko ‘A’ ‘Z’ 02/08/2012 
Sire: *Toby von der Plassenburg a ED (Gmy) Dam: *Ryzack Alexa AZ  Breeder: I 
Bohdal Exh: L Hume & J Brabham 
 
DoubleP1 upper left and right, Double P1 lower right. A large, medium strong slightly 
elongated dog, of very good colouration and pigmentation. Very good length of neck, good 
withers, slightly dip behind firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm 
should be longer and better angled, slightly deep hind quarter angulation. Stands correct in 
front with slightly open feet, good fore and very good underchest development. Good head 
medium eye colour with good ear carriage. Steps with hock joints close, slightly wide in 
front, with tendency to paddle his front feet. During movement shows good ground covering 
gait with balanced hindquarter drive the forehand reach should be a little freer. There is 
tendency to be slightly high stepping in front, which impedes his overall fluency of 
movement. 

 

INTERMEDIATE DOG 
 
GRADING: VERY GOOD   
 
1st *Darkknight Barbosa ‘A’ ‘Z’  29/10/2011 

Sire: *Gazza v Tamaraspitze ‘a’ ED (Gmy) Dam: *Darkknight Wild Cherry ‘A’ 
‘Z’   Breeder: Exh Exh: Darkknight Kennels 

 
Double P1 upper left and right double P1 lower right. An above medium size, medium 
strong very well coloured and pigmented dog of elongated proportions. Good head with 
very good masking where the eye colour should be slightly darker, slightly small ears.  
Good length of neck normal withers, firm back slight rise over the back, slightly short 
slightly steep croup.  The upper arm should slightly longer and better angled, very good 
hind quarter angulation. Stands correct in front with slightly open feet good fore and under 
chest development where ideally the under chest should be slightly longer.  Steps slightly 
narrow at rear correct in front where the elbows should be closer laying.  During movement 
shows good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach with 
good back transmission. 
 



OPEN DOG 
  
GRADING: EXCELLENT  
 
1st  *Jayshell Archimedes ‘A’ ‘Z’  09/06/2011 

Sire: *Vegas von Dongmiran ‘a’  ED (Gmy) (Imp Ndl)  Dam: *Blakngold Honey 
Jumble ‘A’ ‘Z’  Breeder: N McDermott Exh: H & C Auwema P&N McDermott 

 
A large, medium strong, well proportioned dog of very good type and harmonious 
construction. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, good length of croup which 
ideally should be set a little less steep. The upper arm should still be a little longer and 
better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with slightly open 
feet, good fore and very good lower chest development, where ideally the lower chest could 
be a fraction longer. Very good head with medium eye colour and good placement of the 
ears on the skull however slightly hooded in appearance. Steps slightly narrow at rear 
where hock joints could be firmer, correct in front with good firmness of elbows, particularly 
pleasing is his very good overline. During movement shows very good ground covering free 
flowing effortless movement with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and very 
good back transmission, and displays a great deal of joy and enthusiasm. 

 
2nd *Bluemax Zoomba ‘A’ ‘Z’  27/05/2010 

Sire: *Jimmy von Baruther Land ‘a’ ED (Gmy) (Imp Gmy) Dam: Bluemax Shiloh 
‘A’ ‘Z’   Breeder: A Brinkworth Exh: F Farley & A Brinkworth 

 
A large, medium strong, well coloured, and well pigmented, expressive dog of overall very 
good type and harmonious construction. Very good length of neck, high wither, firm back 
slightly short, well moulded croup.  The upper arm should be longer and better and very 
good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, very good fore and lower chest 
development however ideally the lower chest should be a little longer. Very good head and 
expression with very good eye colour and very good ear carriage. Overall shows much joy 
and vitality, steps slightly narrow at rear where the hock joints should be firmer, correct in 
front, with good firmness of elbows. During movement shows very good ground covering 
gait with powerful hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and very good back 
transmission. 

 
Challenge 
Dog 

*Jayshell Archimedes ‘A’ ‘Z’ 

 
Reserve 
Challenge  

*Bluemax Zoomba ‘A’ ‘Z’  

 



Long Stock Coat 
 
 Open Dog   
 
1st *Ch Tonaker Terra ‘A’ ‘Z’ 19/03/2011 

Sire: *GrCh Kuirau Regan ‘A’ ‘Z’  2100246984 Dam: *Tonaker Dash of Class ‘A’’Z’  
Breeder: T Schoemaker Exh: M Brodie 
 
A large, medium strong well coloured, and well pigmented, harmoniously constructed, long 
stock coat male presented in excellent condition. Good length of neck, high withers, firm 
back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be a little longer and 
better angled, very good hind quarter angulation. Stands correct in front with slightly open 
feet, good fore and very good lower chest development. Good head and expression, 
medium eye colour, good masking and good ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear, 
correct in front where both hocks joints and elbows could remain a little firmer. During 
movement shows very good ground covering gait strong hindquarter drive the forehand 
reach could be a little more expansive. Good back transmission. 

 
 
Challenge Dog *Ch Tonaker Terra ‘A’ ‘Z’  
 


